Interactive Session Plan ™

Coach

Session date

Team/Age Group
Time available

Theme

NOTES
Red Light/Green Light-
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Coach Calls out GREEN light players dribble as fast as they can. Coach calls out Yellow light players
dribble slowly. Coach Calls out Red light players stop ball with bottom of their foot. Coach: Control
the tempo with changes in lights.
Variation: GREEN means LACES, YELLOW means OUTSIDE of foot, ORANGE means INSIDE of foot,
RED means stop ball with sole.
*each round should last 45 seconds-1 minute with a break in-between each round.

Freeze Tag-
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Objective: to dribble your ball & change direction to find a target Organization: In a 15Wx20L grid,
the coach with select 2 Freeze Monsters who do not need a soccer ball. The rest of the players will
dribble their ball around the grid. The Freeze Monsters will try to tag the dribblers with their hand.
Once tagged, the dribbler is frozen and must stand still with their ball over their head. To get
unfrozen, a teammate can pass their ball to hit their shin or pass through their legs.
Rules: Play begins when coach says, “beware of the Freeze Monsters”. Dribblers must stay within
the grid. If their soccer ball leaves grid, have the player bring it back as fast as they can.
Guided Questions: How do you know where the Freeze Monsters are? What do you have to do to
un-freeze a teammate? Answers: If you do not see a Freeze Monster in front of you, look over your
Minions
shoulder to make sure they do not sneak up. Dribble close to your teammate and kick the ball
Organization:
In a 15Wx20L grid, 2 teams-1 team of Good Minions; without a soccer
through their legs.
ball & 1 team of Evil Minions; with soccer balls. Evil Minions try to dribble the soccer
ball and zap the Good Minions by hitting them below the knee with the ball. Good
Minions try not to get hit.
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Rules: Players begin as soon as the first Evil Minion starts to dribble. If an Evil Minion hits a Good
Minion, the Evil becomes good and the good becomes Evil. The new Evil Minion gets a soccer ball.
Who are the Good Minions at the end of the interval?
Guided Question: How can the evil minions shoot the good minions? When should the evil
minions shoot their ray gun? Answers: Take aim by turning your body toward the good minion.
After you dribble close and took aim, try to hit the middle of the ball with your shoe laces to hit
the good minions.
Play 4v4 Scrimmage
Play for 6 min, get a water break, and play again
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